PRE-GCSE INSPIRE PROGRAMME
HOW TO DESIGN A SUCCESSFUL
VIDEO GAME
CLASS 1: COMPUTER SCIENCE
Welcome to our first class looking at how to make a successful video
game! In this edition we’re focussing on Computer Science. You’ll
be able to read about the work being done by a build engineer who
helps to make video games, and there are some fun competitions for
you to get involved in - including learning to programme, and making
your very own simple video game!
subjects covered: Computer Science, Maths
release date: 22 April 2020
competition deadline: 6 May 2020
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– such as 343 Industries). Within – and
indeed behind – each one of these
builds is an abundance of mathematics.
My passion for maths stems back as far
as I can remember. It was the orderliness,
absoluteness and purity that first
captivated me – and the fact that I had
an affinity for it – but what kept me
intrigued as I grew up – and the reason
I studied maths at A Level and beyond
– was its breadth of applications. Many
of those applications can be found in
games development.
Subjects covered:
Maths, Computer Science

MATHS IN VIDEO GAMES
My name is James Hyde and I am a
build engineer at the UK’s leading
games studio – Creative Assembly (CA)
– currently working on several titles –
including our brand-new IP! I’ve been
with CA for two years now; my first
project was Halo Wars 2 (HW2) – the
sequel to one of my very favourite
games. Working on a project I’m so
passionate about, on the team behind
Alien: Isolation, in the studio behind
Total War – and owned by the company
that gave us Sonic and the Mega Drive!
– is literally the best job in the world.
Since becoming a build engineer there
has never been a dull day.

Software development in general is
full of maths, however, nothing quite

Click here to read this
article on Inspire Digital!
A build engineer is responsible for the
‘build’ (essentially a working version
of the game at any point in time) and
for delivering these to third parties
(whether that’s our parent company
– SEGA – or a collaborative partner
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boasts a spectrum of mathematics like
the modern-day video game. Unlike
most other software applications, games
typically simulate elements of the real
world, such as physics and lighting. All
games employ some form of mechanics,
whether discrete or continuous, and
these often involve randomisation,
conversions and feedback loops (from
diminishing returns to arms races). A
large part of the design process involves
balancing risks with reward – game theory
is a whole area of maths dedicated to this
problem. And it is commonplace these
days to balance unit and mission stats
post-launch, relying on sophisticated
statistical analysis of huge swathes of
session data.

There is so much maths going on under
the hood of HW2 and so many artefacts
of mathematical work having been
implemented. The code in particular
is teeming with maths. Software code
in general makes significant use of
algebra, sets, relations, functions, logic
and optimisation. Click here for a more
in-depth discussion of all of this behindthe-scenes maths in Halo Wars 2!
Like any video game, HW2 runs on
numbers, shapes and logic. Not only do
all our developers require a firm grasp
of fundamental mathematical concepts
but this game would not be possible
if it were not for the recruitment of
specialised developers with a strong
mathematics portfolio – often having

read maths or computer science at
university.
Game development is just the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to career paths
for budding mathematicians. Whoever
you are, whatever your background,
if you see the beauty in mathematics
and enjoy solving problems then
consider pursuing maths in Further
and Higher Education. If you also relish
creativity and have a passion for video
games then consider a career in the
games industry: CA has studios in both
Horsham – a quaint market town in the
south of England – and Sofia – the lively
capital of Bulgaria. You can always get in
touch with us on Twitter: @CAGames!

COMPETITION 1: LEARN TO
PROGRAMME
Turtle Academy is a simple-to-use website providing free lessons in basic computer programming. Using the LOGO language
you can create amazing shapes and patterns in next to no time
- give it a try and see what you can come up with!
CLICK HERE TO
SUBMIT YOUR
ANSWER
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COMPETITION 2: MAKE YOUR
OWN VIDEO GAME
Using the website https://flowlab.io we want you to create your
very own video game! It’s simple to use and doesn’t require any
coding: simply drag and drop the game pieces into position and
build your own virtual world. The tutorial is a great place to start
- click on the video below to watch.

If you enjoy this class, you might
want to find out more about studying
Computer Science and Joint Schools
at Oxford! You can study it either on
its own, or with other subjects, such
as Maths or Philosophy.
Computer Science and joint schools
Mathematics and joint schools
Watch the videos to find out what our
students have to say about studying
Computer Science and Mathematics
at St John’s!

COMPETITION 3: YOUR FAVOURITE GAME
Each class will have a photo, art or short video competition with a
prompt based on the topic we are studying in that class. For Class 1,
we want you to feature your favourite game—whether this is a video
game, card game, board game or something else!
Entries can be photographs or short (<10 seconds) videos.
CLICK HERE TO
SUBMIT YOUR
ANSWER

CLICK HERE TO
SUBMIT YOUR
ANSWER
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